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CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

FRONT OPERATIONS (MEXICO)

DATE: 3 OCT 53

ROUTE: 1 2 3

FROM: C/A 1, C/A 2, C/W 5, RF, VR

TO:

FRONT OPERATIONS (MEXICO)

CIRE DIR: 75 0 6 0

RE: NEX 9498 6-577 11 OCT 53 3:12

1. TO NEX 9498 TRACES RUBIO (GARCIA) DESCRIBED PARA 2 F 100 B.

RELATIVE IMPORTANT WE WANT MORE ABOUT GARCIA AND HIS RELATIVES.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ARE PROBABLY DENIED.

DEFINITION OF VERA MEXICAN OCC WILL FILL PART MEXICAN WILL PROBABLY DENIED

BY GARCIA.

2. DOES NEXO-3 HAVE GARCIA? IF SO CAN NEXO-3 SUPPLY INFO PARA 2 REF 5 UNTIL MARCH.

DOES NEXO-3 HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT GARCIA'S MEXICAN OCC WILL DENIED, THE DIP WE HAD KNOWN NEXO-3'S HAVE BURied HIS TWO

PREVIOUS VICTIMS TO MEXICAN OCC.

3. LOT DISCLOSURE FREDERICK KENNEDY KENNEDY-1, HAS PLEASED

FRED WANT INFORMATION TO HIM AND HIS WIFE THAT THEY NOT SEE KENNEDY-1

AND KENNEDY-2 UNTIL FURTHER ORDER ISSUED FROM NEXO. FRED, REQUEST

FRED CONSIDER RETAILMENT CHECKING KENNEDY-1 AND KENNEDY-1 WHAT THEY

KNOW ABOUT GARCIA AND HIS KENNEDY DIP FrIEND IF ANYTHING WITHOUT IT.

FRED IS NOTRETY ASKING INQUIRIES.
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